APPLICATION

RICHARD J. and LELA A. NESTLER SCHOLARSHIP
APPLICATIONS ARE DUE BY MAY 1.

NOTICE: All information provided to Juniata Valley Bank, The Trustee of the Scholarship Trust Fund, shall
become the property of the Trustee. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Trustee will hold all information obtained
from this Application or other sources private and confidential. The Trustee may disclose personal, non-public
information to third parties pursuant to the requirements of state or federal law, or in order to carry out its function
under the terms of the Nestler Scholarship Trust Fund Agreement. Submission of this Application constitutes
consent by the Applicant and the parents of the Applicant to the use and disclosure of all information contained
herein or obtained from other sources regarding the Scholarship.

APPLICANT INFORMATION:

Name:

Gender:

Male/Female

Permanent residence address:

Telephone Number:

E-mail address:

Social Security Number:

College attending:

:

(Attach a copy of admission acceptance letter from college)
Address of College:

Deadline for payment of first tuitionpayment due:
Date of first day of classes (or orientation):
SAT Scores and dates:

(Attach a copyof the official report of scores for those which areyourhighest)

Grade Point Average:

(including most recent reporting period)

PARENT/GUARDIAN INFORMATION:

Name(s):
Address:

.
.

Place of Birth:

If not US citizen by birth, statedate and place of naturalization

—

The terms of the Trust provide for award of the Scholarship to the person with the highest SAT scores each
year. IF, AND ONLY IF, two or more students have identical high SAT scores in a given year, the Trustee
must consider the genderof those students, and whether the parents of those students are naturalizedcitizens
of the United States, in breaking the tie. If a tie remains, then the student with the highest GPA will be the
recipient. If, after considering those factors a tie remains, then,and only then,will the Trusteeconsider other
factors in determining the recipient. The Trustee will consider as "other factors" the participation of the
students in school, extracurricular, and community activities of a nature that the Trustee considers
character-enhancing or community-enhancing.
APPLICANT:

Please list all school activities, extracurricular activities, and participation in any community organizations or

the like, which you would like the Trustee to consider in breaking an ultimate tie between you and another
student who has the same SAT scores, is awarded the same points under the gender and naturalized citizen
parent criteria, and has the same GPA as you do.

The Applicant and the Applicant's parent(s) or guardian, by signing this Application, verify that all the information contained in the Application
is true and correct to the best of their knowledge, information and belief. The Applicant further authorizes any third party, including, but not

limited to, any college, admissions office, lender, testing service, or other source offunding, to disclose information in its possession to the
Trustee, andto discuss anyinformation regarding theApplicant withtheTrustee.

Signed on:
Applicant signature

Parent/guardian signature

Parent/guardian signature

